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Preparing secondary students for college entrance requirements and the expectations of the job market, a market which is actively seeking the employees who are most qualified to take on jobs that require data analysis skills, is becoming increasingly important. Federal, state, and local education administrators and personnel must rewrite many of the general education curricula to incorporate data organization, collection, manipulation, application, and analysis in order to better prepare students for the expectations of college entrance and an ever-changing employment market. From a purely pedagogical standpoint, while traditional educational structure has been commonplace for decades in the United States, projects used as assessment tools are a more progressive way to gauge content understanding and course achievement, especially in mathematics. Algebra I and Geometry students at a lone high school were randomly assigned to participating teachers’ classes that were assigned to one of two main treatment groups, one that used projects, the other traditional instruments, as formative assessments, in order to gauge two main goals - the growth in achievement before and after a curricular unit involving statistics and the change in attitudes towards statistics before and after the statistics unit. Using several parametric (paired t testing and MANOVA) and an additional non-parametric statistical analyses on a variety of demographic and class variables and coupled with an interview of participating teachers, the results revealed that projects, from the perspective of both participating students and teachers, often are much more effective in increasing achievement and attitudes towards the science of statistics, especially in the secondary educational years. The results of this study would be useful in rewriting mathematics curriculum to incorporate more focused attention to the science of statistics.
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INTRODUCTION

For some time now, the job market in the United States and around the world has been changing. Decades ago, secondary school graduates who sought employment required only a certain set of job skills, many of a clerical nature, in addition to a basic knowledge of reading, writing and arithmetic. In those days, if a secondary school student had additional trade and vocational skills and he or she had no imminent plans to attend a post-secondary institution, the student would be much more marketable than any average secondary school graduate. Nevertheless, these secondary school graduates certainly could find employment after graduation. For example, in 1973, 72% of all U.S. jobs were held by people who had a high school diploma or less, while in 2020, it is expected that nearly two-thirds (65%) of all jobs will require some form of postsecondary education (Foorahar, 2014). The required skill sets for being employed have changed, though. Today, specific skill sets geared towards the ability to analyze big data are of paramount importance, regardless of primary job discipline.

In fall 2016 LinkedIn™ published a list of the ten most important job skills that employers around the globe are actively seeking in current job applicants. All ten positions were closely related to careers that are heavily weighted towards data manipulation, data mining, and statistical analysis. The top three positions in order on the list were cloud and distributed computing, statistical analysis and data mining, and web architecture and development framework, respectively (Smith, 2016).

The curriculum in most state STEM programs do not include standards and benchmarks for data manipulation, mining and analysis. In the 1950’s a course in statistics was rarely taught in the high school classroom, but during this decade the efforts in making statistics a part of the school
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